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Automatic, Rapid & Lasting Weight Loss 
For Busy People Who Have Failed At 

Losing Weight Every Other Way...	

From: Simon Maryan Ph.D.!

Dear Reader,	


If your life is so busy and you’re looking for a way to safely, naturally and rapidly give 
you your ideal body weight... and do so in a way that the weight stays off for good... 
then the program described below is for you. !

The program is called: Brain2Body	


 
It’s based on a synergistic approach to weight loss that always works... even if 
everything else you have tried has failed.	


!
Let me ask you:	


Would it be fair to say that as you’re investigating this page – you’ve probably tried other 
ways to lose weight?	


And would it also be fair to say that since you’re investigating this page, you’ve probably 
been unable to keep the weight off and maintain your ideal body weight?	


Do you know why that is?!

 
Actually, the answer has almost nothing to do with the things you’ve tried before.	


Truth is, the main reason you’ve not been able to lose weight (or keep the weight off) is 
because...	


You Still Have Habits That Sabotage Your Weight 
Loss Goals.	


And as long as you continue to live out those sabotaging habits – you’ll remain overweight 
(or quickly pile back on any pounds you’ve been able to lose).	


It doesn’t matter what diet or weight loss plan you try, either.	


Nothing (absolutely nothing) will give you the long-term weight loss results you want until 
and unless you have...	
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The Ingrained Habits That “Match” Your Ideal Body 
Weight.	


So that’s exactly what the Brain2Body Program does for you.	

Through the safe and proven intervention of precision-hypnosis – (and by changing 
your unwanted behaviours, feelings and responses around food and activity) -- it gives you 
the mindset and ingrained habits that “match” your ideal body weight.	


For example:	


If you are, say, currently 220 lbs and you’d ideally like to be 180 lbs – it’s critical (before 
you make any “external” changes in your diet or activity level) to develop the mindset and 
habits of somebody who is naturally 180 lbs.	


This “inside-out-approach” – that changes your driver-habits and unconscious responses 
around eating and physical activity -- is the ONLY way to guarantee automatic, rapid 
and lasting weight loss.	


Plus, this “inside-out-approach” does not require you to make drastic or major changes in 
your day-to-day lifestyle.	


In fact, when you follow the Brain2Body Program (unless you decide to tell 
somebody)...	


Nobody Will Realise You Are “Doing” Anything To 
Lose Weight.	


Your day-to-day life will pretty much go on as normal.!

 
And the only time anyone is going to say anything to you will be around 8 or 9-weeks 
from today when they’ll say something like: 
!

“My God, you look great... what	


have you been doing?”	

Then it’s up to you whether or not you decide to tell them about these 5 precision- 
hypnosis sessions that make up the Brain2Body program.	


!
!
!
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HYPNOSIS SESSION 1: CHANGING YOUR RELATIONSHIP TO FOOD:	


During this first hypnosis session you’ll have all the (unconscious) parts of you aligned in 
such a way that you only ever want to eat in a sensible and balanced way that leads 
to good health and your ideal body weight.	


So for example, right now you may consciously want to eat better (or eat less than you 
do)... but... when you stop to reflect on your eating responses you’ll probably realise that 
there are parts of you that are running your eating behaviour in a “different direction”.	


There may be a part of you that makes you indulge in overeating. There may be a part of 
you that craves unhealthy, fattening foods.	


Or, there may be a part of you that makes you snack and binge between proper meal 
times.	


And so on.	


So in this first session, those (unconscious) parts of you that currently cause you to either 
overeat or eat the wrong kinds of food will be reversed (through precision- hypnosis) in 
such a way that you will only ever want to eat a healthy and balanced diet.	


And guess what that means to you?  
It means -- even if you have a fridge full of fattening food...!!
You’ll Suddenly Have A Take It Or Leave It Attitude To 

That Unhealthy Food.	

This way:	


You won’t have to remove certain foods from your fridge (or cupboards), nor will you have 
to force yourself not to eat them. Instead, the entire urge and compulsion to eat them will 
be gone – for good.	


And you will be left with a natural craving to eat only wholesome, healthy low-fat foods.	


!
HYPNOSIS SESSION 2: “DEFUSING” YOUR EMOTIONAL TRIGGERS:	


When you stop to contemplate when you indulge in overeating, snacking or bingeing – 
you’ll probably recognise that you are triggered by uncomfortable emotions.	


In other words, food is often used to compensate for (or smother) an uncomfortable 
emotions that arises within you.	


These emotions that trigger overeating and bingeing include boredom, loneliness, stress, 
anxiety, insecurity, fear, worry and so on.	


So in this second session of precision-hypnosis you’ll have your trigger emotions 
“defused”.	
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And once those trigger emotions are defused (particularly in relation to certain stressful 
situations that arise in your day) you’ll naturally feel more complete, whole and “full” on the 
inside.	


Meaning...	


You Will No Longer Feel The Overwhelming	


Need To “Fill Your Emotional Hole” With Food.	

!
HYPNOSIS SESSION 3: THE HEALTH MAGNET:	


After changing your relationship to food (session 1) and after defusing your trigger 
emotions around food (session 2) you will have cleared the way for your unconscious 
to learn new healthy eating habits.	


You probably already know on a conscious level what you should eat (and what you 
shouldn’t eat).	


But consciously knowing is far from enough.!

 
Therefore session 3 uses precision-hypnosis to install a new pattern of eating into your 
unconscious mind.	


What does that mean on a practical level?	


This:	


When you go shopping for food you will automatically find yourself just filling your basket 
or trolley with healthy foods that will support you in losing weight.	


And even more than that...	


You Will Start To Automatically Prefer The Taste Of 
The Healthy Food You Eat.	


!
There will be no will-power or discipline required from you, just a natural, effortless change 
in mindset and beliefs about what is right for you.	


!
!
!
!
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HYPNOSIS SESSION 4: YOUR IDEAL BODY:	


When you are in tune with the energy and vitality of your body – you will want to move 
your body and allow it to express itself through physical activity.	


And that is true even if you currently hate exercise or even the thought of doing any kind of 
physical activity.	


By the way: session 4 is not about teaching you how to exercise or making you feel guilty 
for not being active enough.	


 	

No way – who needs that?!

 
Instead session 4 uses precision-hypnosis to connect you with your innate energy and 
vitality. It is all about re-igniting that energy and vitality in you so: !

1). You automatically have more energy and vitality in your life... and...!

 
2). Because you’ll feel more energetic and alive...	


You’ll Naturally Find Yourself Becoming More 
Physically Active In Your Day-To-Day Life.	


You won’t be able to help it.	


Your body will be taking you into physical activities that are good for you and are right for 
your body.	


Your body already knows what activity is best for it – so your body will lead you into the 
activities and exercises that uplift you and, of course...	


Bring Your Body Into Alignment With The Ideal 
Weight You Will Set For Yourself.	


!
HYPNOSIS SESSION 5: THE FUTURE:	

By the time you reach session 5 you will already be seeing pounds drop off.	


After all, you’ll have a complete new relationship with food... you will no longer have trigger 
emotions ruling your life... you will have “unlocked” your vital energy... and you’ll be feeling 
really good about yourself.	


You’ll be on the path to achieving your ideal body weight (whatever that is for you).	
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So session 5 is all about reinforcing all the other sessions (components) of the 
Brain2Body Program. Even more than that, it’s about creating (through the power of 
precision-hypnosis) a future “road-map” for your unconscious to follow.	


This way, you won’t have to use will-power or regimented discipline to keep your weight 
loss progress on track.	


Instead your unconscious will be totally aligned with your goal (your ideal body 
weight) and will continuously move you into behaving, feeling and responding in such 
ways that you always make the right food and activity choices.	


All together, the 5 sessions that make up the Brain2Body Program...	


Change You From The “Inside-Out” So You 
Automatically Do The Right Things To Lose The 

Right Amount Of Weight For You.	

And here’s what’s going to happen to you very soon (in just a few weeks from today):	


You are not going be able to help looking at yourself in the mirror (probably every 20-
minutes or so) thinking to yourself: “Wow, I never knew I could be lose so much weight and 
look so slim so fast.”	


But your reflection in the mirror will be proof that you can.	


See, as I’ve said, with the synergistic approach of the 5 precision-hypnosis sessions that 
make up the Brain2Body Program...	


Your Unconscious Will Gently Guide You Into Doing 
All The Right Things  

To Lose Weight.	

Meaning you’ll just naturally feel right and good about the doing the things that will 
result in excess weight dropping off your body.	


That’s why it doesn’t feel like hard work. 
Nor does it feel like you are restricting yourself or putting your life on hold while you 
complete the Brain2Body Program.	


Instead, with the Brain2Body Program you are given the freedom to make better life 
choices for yourself around food, health and exercise. Nothing is taken away from you. 
Only new ways of feeling pleasure are opened up for you to experience.	


And here’s the really neat thing:!

 
All the “inside-out” changes you make to your thoughts, feelings, behaviour patterns and 
habits around food, health and exercise will stay with you forever. !
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Therefore, you’ll continue to instinctively want to “do” all the things that keep you at your 
ideal body weight well into the future.!

You won’t pile the pounds back on (like you inevitably do in all other weight loss and diet 
programs).	


Your weight won’t “yo-yo” like it does on most enforced diets.	


Nor will you ever feel like you are living less than a full and fun-filled life.	


That’s why the Brain2Body Program is the last ever thing you’ll have to take to deal 
with your weight.	


It’s even guaranteed for your lifetime:	


Lifetime Relapse Guarantee:	

If you ever relapse into bad habits after completing the Brain2Body Program you can 
return for a free “top-up” session. This way the 5 areas of the program are “reactivated” in 
your unconscious mind. The relapse sessions take place once a month (in a group setting) 
– and you can take as many “top-up” sessions as you want / need for as long as I continue 
this business.	


Now I don’t want you to make a choice to sign-up to the Brain2Body Program until you 
are certain that it’s the right choice for you.	


I guess you would need to consider how much money, time, frustration and knocks to your 
self-esteem the Brain2Body Program will save you.	


And I guess you’d have to feel comfortable knowing that in 8-9 weeks from today you’ll 
be looking in your mirror and seeing your new slimmed down body.	


Only you can know if a “new body” at your ideal body weight (without will-power, discipline 
or restrictions on your life) is worth it to you.	


All I know is when in 8 to 9-weeks from today and you’re looking back to today thinking 
how much weight you’ve lost and how good you feel about yourself, you’ll come to realise 
the one-time investment of £495 to do the Brain2Body Program and have your new 
body will seem a long distance memory.	


So, if losing weight (and keeping it off) is important to you... if you like the idea of being at 
your ideal body weight... and can’t wait to start receiving compliments on the “new you” -- 
then you can secure your place on the Brain2Body Program by either:	


Emailing simon@simonmaryan.com to register your place.	


Or:	

You can register by calling me on +44 (0)7775 092526	
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NOTE: Due to word-of-mouth from clients the Brain2Body Program is often fully 
booked. So to avoid disappointment it’s best to ring to find out if a slot on the program is 
still available (or soon will become available).	


I hope to have the chance to meet you and work with you soon.	


Warmly,	


Simon Maryan	


BTW: When you sign-up for the Brain2Body Program – you will also get:	


BONUS 1: Hypnosis Audio Track on Emotional Balance:!

This audio track allows you to reinforce that you can maintain your control over your own 
emotions whenever you feel you need to relax and balance out your emotions. It is a 
fantastic addition to the program and because you can listen to it at home, or anywhere for 
that matter, it means that you take back control your emotions instead of the other way 
round.	


BONUS 2: Hypnosis Audio Track on Healthy Lifestyle:!

This audio track reinforces everything we talk about in the 5 Hypnosis sessions which 
means that you are able to continue strengthening your new habits on a daily basis 
without the added cost of other products or sessions.	


BONUS 3: 10 week free email coaching program – whereupon you’ll receive regular 
emails to keep you on track in your new ideal lifestyle.	


BONUS 4: The Brain2Body Lifestyle, Nutrition & Exercise Manual, which is an 
incredible resource to continue your progress because as you get fitter, leaner, stronger 
and happier, you are going to find that you want to do more. This manual will provide you 
with the knowledge to be able to understand who you really are and what’s important to 
you and this will allow you set yourself fantastic goals, change your beliefs, thinking, 
mindset and behaviour that will enable you to achieve those goals. It also re-teaches you 
to recognise when you are truly hungry and foods that help you to maintain the body you 
will achieve. There is a large section that teaches you about exercise and training and to 
help you continue your personal growth and change.!

I know you are going to be amazed at what YOU can achieve!!
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